
	BEGIN AVALON MISSION XX,  "Winds of Change Part II"

CMO-Kriss says:
::Sitting in sickbay going over the new CSO's records::
Host Adm_Neverby says:
@::sitting in the Big Chair onboard the Battlecry, traveling at warp towards Avalon Station::
EO_Fixit says:
::brushing up on his defiant class engine protocols::
Civ_Wren says:
::Walking off the shuttle examining his new home::
TO_Mercer says:
::Takes aux. console ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::In engineering, giving final orders to station duty shift::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
:: Looking at the sensors for anything unusual::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: At tactical going over security reports ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::Sees EO across room, walks over to him::  EO:  Hey there Mr. Fixit, catching up on starship protocols I see.
Host Adm_Neverby says:
@COMM: Avalon:  Avalon Station, this is Admiral Will Neverby onboard the USS Battlecry,  our ETA is 7 minutes, request docking instructions.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Walks over to aux tactical :: TO_Mercer: Report please?
Civ_Wren says:
::heads to deck 13 to inspect his new quarters::
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: You want me too bring them in?
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: Battlecry hailing us
Civ_Wren says:
::Arrives at his quarters and sighs::
Civ_Wren says:
I always imagined it a lot bigger
CTO_Hunter says:
TO_Mercer: Answer the hail.
TO_Mercer says:
Comm:Battlecry: Proceed to docking bay 2
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:Absolutely sir, it's more of a brushup considering i was on the staff that built the first one
Host Adm_Neverby says:
@COMM: Avalon: Roger Avalon, Battlecry out.
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: I directed them to bay2 Sir.
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO: Is that right.  Well, then I'm sure I've got the right man to come with me, on this little field trip.
Civ_Wren says:
Computer: How do I find the Administration head?
Host Adm_Neverby says:
ACTION: The USS Battlecry drops out of warp and proceeds towards Avalon at insystem speeds.
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:I just hope to be of some use sir
CTO_Hunter says:
TO_Merver: Very good, send a security team to me them.
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO:  I'm sure you will.  The Captain wants the Battlecry five by five by the time we depart, when we go a board can you start level one diagnostics on all systems
TO_Mercer says:
*SEC*: Admiral escort docking bay 2
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: Security team dispatched sir
CTO_Hunter says:
To_Mercer: Your with me :: Heads for the tl ::
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:I would suggest a level 3, we wouldnt want to be taking apart the ship ten minutes before we leave ::grins::
Host Adm_Neverby says:
@::watches Avalon grow in the viewscreen as the Battlecry slips gently into the main docking arm,  manuvering for a gentle docking with the station::
TO_Mercer says:
::Motions for another Ens. to take console::
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO:  Yeah, that might me prudent, but pay extra attention to the drive, shield and weapons systems.
Civ_Wren says:
<Computer> Wren: You can locate the head of this station on deck 1 of this station.
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:Of course sir ::goes back to reading the specs::
Host Adm_Neverby says:
::steps out through the Airlock, and is met by Avalon Security in standard gear,  begins making his way towards the bridge::
Civ_Wren says:
Computer: How do I get to deck 1?
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: walks out of his ready room carrying a PADD ::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Enters the tl :: To_Mercer: I want you to get the tactical systems up and running at 100% on the battecry.
TO_Mercer says:
::Follows The chief::CTO: Any idea where were headed sir?
CEO_MacLeod says:
::pats EO's back::  EO:  I'll see you a board ship.  ::Turns and returns to briefing Alpha Shift.
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: Aye Sir
Host Adm_Neverby says:
::steps into Turbolift:: TL:  Main Bridge.
Civ_Wren says:
<Computer> Wren: As a civilian you must first request permission from security for clearance
EO_Fixit says:
::notices that the ship has docked and heads for the docking bay to begin the diagnostics::
CTO_Hunter says:
*CO*: Sir heading for the Battecry to get the tacical systems running at 100%.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: steps of to the new CSO ::  CSO:  Welcome Abaord Mr. Vaneer. :: extends hand ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
*CTO*  That's affirmative.  Carry on.
CMO-Kriss says:
*CO* Captain has the Battlecry arrived yet?
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
::shakes the CO hand:;
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Waits for the tl to come to a stoop :: TO_Mercer: So where you from Ens?
Host Adm_Neverby says:
::walks out onto the Bridge, swiveling to look for the Captain:: Captain Hebert:  Your ships here Captain,  you had best get a move on.
Host CO_Hebert says:
*CMO* Yes it has, Lt.  Awaiting the crew to get down there.
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: The Midwest Sir
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: nods and walks up to the Admiral ::
Adm:  Aye, Sir.  We are assembling there now.
CMO-Kriss says:
*Senior Officer's*: Please report to dockbay 2.
Host CO_Hebert says:
bridge crew:  You heard the order, USS Battlecry, on the double.
Civ_Wren says:
Computer: So HOW do I get clearance?
CEO_MacLeod says:
::grabs two eng. kits, leaves enginering for bay 2::
Civ_Wren says:
::sigh::
Host Adm_Neverby says:
Admiral: Very well, Im assumeing Command of the Station until you get back,  now get a move on,  that ship is going to launch by 1820hrs.
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
:: Heads to docking bay 2 in a hurry::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Exit the tl:: To_Mercer: Widewest interesting.
CMO-Kriss says:
::Leaves the sickbay in other staff's capable hands and heads to the tl::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Head for the Battecry ::
EO_Fixit says:
::arives at the Battlecrys airlock and quickly makes his way to the engine room::
CMO-Kriss :;enters turbolift:: Docking bay 2 (TLIFT.wav)
Host Adm_Neverby says:
*Civ Wren* Mr. Wren, this is Admiral Neverby,  ive detected your attempt for bridge clearance,  please procced to docking bay 2 and the USS Battlecry, your expertise is required for a brief excursion.
Civ_Wren says:
<Computer> Wren: Clearance can be sought from the security office located on the promenade floor.
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: I'll coordinate with the CEO, 100% in no time
CMO-Kriss says:
::exits tl and heads to docking bay 2::
CEO_MacLeod says:
COMPUTER:  Computer, beam engineering package MacLeod five one to the main cargo hold of the Battlecry.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: nods ::  Aye, Sir.
:: walks into the Turbolift ::  Docking bay 2.
CEO_MacLeod says:
::enters TL::  TL: Docking bay two.
Civ_Wren says:
::Hustles off to the nearest turbolift::
CTO_Hunter says:
To_Mercer: Very good report to me when your done :: Stops at the Airlock to the Battecry ::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
:: heads into the Battlecry::
Host Adm_Neverby says:
::sits down in Avalon's Big Chair and waits for word that the Battlecry is ready to launch::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: walks off the TL and into the Dockingbay ::
TO_Mercer says:
::Takes out Padd and reveiws Battlecry stats::
Civ_Wren says:
Computer: Where is docking bay 2?
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: Aye Sir::With a smile::
EO_Fixit says:
::gets to the engine room and presses a command to begin the diagnostics::
Civ_Wren says:
<computer> Deck 17
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: enters the Battlecry and starts to find his way to the bridge ::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Enters the Battecry and heads for the Bridge ::
Civ_Wren says:
::Heads off to the Battlecry::
TO_Mercer says:
::Enters Battlecry and heads for Eng.::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::leaves TL, walks briskly through docking bay 2, and boards the Battlecry, heads for engine room.
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
:: Heads for the bridge on the Battlecry::
CMO-Kriss says:
::enters docking bay 2 and sees the defiant class ship, Battlecry::
Civ_Wren says:
::enters the battlecry looking a bit lost::
Host Adm_Neverby says:
@COMM: Battlecry:  Captain Hebert, you are cleared for immediate launch and transition to warp speeds,  the exact information on your distination and objective has been loaded into the ready room Computer.
Civ_Wren says:
So this is a Defiant class starship...hmmm
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Enters the bridge and heads over to the main Tactical station ::
CMO-Kriss says:
@::walks up to the Battlecry and enters::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: walks onto the bridge and sits down in the center seat ::
*Ship Comm*  Prepare for departure, 30 seconds.
TO_Mercer says:
::Sees CEO round a corner and falls in next to him::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::walks into engine room, looks around, smiles::
CMO-Kriss says:
everyone present?
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
::At the science station looking over the sensors::
Host CO_Hebert says:
COMM: Avalon:  Affirmative.
TO_Mercer says:
CEO: I"m to coordinate with your department
Civ_Wren says:
Umm...excuse me, I'm not sure what is going on but I was told to report here on the Battlecry.
	
	The Ponderous doors to Avalon's docking bay open, awating the departure of the Battlecry.

CEO_MacLeod says:
TO:  Outstanding, just let me know what you need.
Civ_Wren says:
Hello?
Host CO_Hebert says:
*TO* Please report to the bridge to take the flight control station.
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO:  Mr. Fixit, how are we doing?
TO_Mercer says:
CEO: Sorry Sir Change in plan, Just need sheilds and weapons at 100%
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Check out the tactical systems ::
TO_Mercer says:
*CO*: Acknowledged
EO_Fixit says:
::finishes the diagnostics and sees everything supposedly in the green::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: looks around and notices he isn't showing and stands and sits down in the Flight Control Chair ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
TO:  No problem.  ::Walks to main control console, brings up shields and weapons control::
Civ_Wren says:
::Heads in the general direction of the bridge::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: finishes final checks and prepares to take the Battlecry out ::
CTO_Hunter says:
*TO*: Report to the bridge please.
Civ_Wren says:
::Arrives on the bridge, gapes in wonder::
TO_Mercer says:
::Enters turbo lift:: Deck1"
CEO_MacLeod says:
TO:  Charging pulse phasers...  Shield emmiters are hot and standing by
TO_Mercer says:
*CTO*: On my way sir
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:the diagnostics come out fine but we have to remember these ships are a little shaky at first
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: goes to 1/4 impulse and takes the ship out himself ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO: Excellent, stay on it. 
Civ_Wren says:
CO: Reporting as ordered by Admiral Neverby
TO_Mercer says:
::TL doors hiss open and I step off almost at a run::
Host CO_Hebert says:
COMM: Avalon:  Clearing Gates, This is Battlecry, now leaving Avalon docking range.
TO_Mercer says:
CO: Reporting as ordered sir::Snaps to attention::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: stands ::  TO:  Thank you for showing.
Host Adm_Neverby says:
@COMM: Battlecry:  Roger that Battlecry, this is Avalon wishing you well.  Good luck and good hunting.
CEO_MacLeod says:
::sets shield recycle mode to synch with transporter control, shield will be off for a milisecond or so to allow transport::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: downloads data from his readyroom to his PADD and reads the destination ::
TO_Mercer says:
::Hurridly slides into seat and glides the Battlecry out::
Civ_Wren says:
::sits down in the nearest seat trying to not attract attention::
Host CO_Hebert says:
TO:  Please est course for Markab Ceti IV.  Cloak the ship once we have reached warp speed.
TO_Mercer says:
CO: Cleared from dock sir
Host CO_Hebert says:
TO:  Warp 7.
Engage.
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO:  The Captain also wanted us to find a way to allow transport while shielded, synching the recycle mode to the transporter should do the trick, agreed?
CMO-Kriss says:
::Heads to deck 2 to check out the infirmary::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Gets up from Tactical and walks over to FCO and whispers to the TO :: TO_Mercer: Next time when the CO asks for you to report to the bridge it might be smart to do so.
TO_Mercer says:
::Sets Course and preps Cloak::CO: Course plotted Sir
Host CO_Hebert says:
TO:  Once we have cleared the system, please increase speed to Warp 8.5.
TO_Mercer says:
CO: AYE SIR.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Heads back to tactical and takes a seat ::
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: I answered comm sir you can check
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:It could work, however the sheilds on this ship operate on a higher power setting than a normal vessel so the transporter officer would have to initiate transport .56 seconds before the shields go down in order to clear the sheilds before they recycle
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
CO: Sir, deep sensors show that our way point is on the other side of Romulan space.

	The Battlecry jumps to warp, heading for the Romulan border.

Host CO_Hebert says:
*All Crew*:  We will be on silent running.  Repeat Silent Running.
TO_Mercer says:
::Tapss controls:: Engaging Warp 8.5 now sir
Host CO_Hebert says:
TO:  ETA, to the Romulan border.
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO:  We can set that up from here, just incase the transporter chief isn't that proficient.
TO_Mercer says:
CO: Cloaking system online
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Looks back at the TO :: TO_Mercer: I know but just a little warning. :: Smiles::
Civ_Wren says:
CO: Can I ask why we are going into Romulan space?
Host CO_Hebert says:
CO:  Understood.
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: Aye Aye Sir
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Sits at Tac ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: nods at Wren ::  Mr. Wren, I was told you have a keen sight for Tactical situations during rescue attempts, am I correct?
CTO_Hunter says:
TO_Mercer: Some where in the widewest are you from?
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:Understood
CTO_Hunter says:
<some=so>
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: Old Chicago Sir
Civ_Wren says:
CO: Well I wouldn't go as far as to say keen sight but I have been pretty good at it I suppose if you count that one time I save a bunch of Tribbles and then there was the other time I was on board a ship and I....
CEO_MacLeod says:
::checks power allocation, grins::  SELF:  Outstanding little ship.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: sends full crew message through the use of console ::
" At your earliest convenience... you are to remove all Starfleet items and destroy them immediately.  No identifing marks at all.  If you do not understand, please contact me.  No further announcements at this time."
TO_Mercer says:
CO: Romulan border 2hours 10.2 minutes sir
CTO_Hunter says:
TO_Mercer: Interesting place I was there once as a child. :: Checks tac systems and read outs ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
Mr. Wren:  :: chuckles ::  Very well, all I can say at the momment, we will need that a little later.
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO:  What's that all about?
Host Adm_Neverby says:
ACTION:  The Battlecry performs admirably during her 2 hours cruise towards the Romulan border, as they approach the border, all sights and sounds of normal Federation activity fade to a murmur on Comm frequencies,  the night is mysteriously quiet.
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: Haven't been there in a long time sir
CMO_Kriss thinks:  All nice and new
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:Sounds like a black op to me
EO_Fixit says:
::dressed up in dingy civie duds::
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO:  Sounds like fun.
CMO_Kriss says:
::puts on Cardassian uniform and destroys starfleet uniform and communicator::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: sitting in his chair reading the orders from an unknown provided, then deletes the information from the computer banks ::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Remove all Starfleet indentifing marks from the tac systems ::
TO_Mercer says:
::Adjusts his new clothes and grimaces::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
:: takes off Starfleet uniform and replaces it with Cardassian uniform and weaponary::
Civ_Wren says:
Well this part I have done before, there's nothing more peaceful than the silence of space...
CMO_Kriss says:
::eliminates starfleet insignia from all medical devices and equipment::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
::and destroys Starfleet uniform::
TO_Mercer says:
CO: Approaching border now sir
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: walks out of his ready room and onto the bridge looking little different from a Cardassian prisoner in civilian clothes. ::
EO_Fixit says:
::is uncomfortable in the with the odd neckline of the shirt::
Host CO_Hebert says:
TO:  Understood.
CEO_MacLeod says:
::switches uniform for civies::  EO:  I though it was a funny request to bring along non-starfleet gear.
CMO_Kriss thinks:  these clothes seem quite comfortable, but they could use a washing
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
CO: Sir, sensors show we are now at the Romulan border.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: recycle Starfleet uniform and puts on civs ::
TO_Mercer says:
::Glances at the Captain as he enters::
EO_Fixit says:
::walks over and grabs a protoplaser to "adjust" the shirts neckline::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: notices they haven't crossed the zone yet ::
*Crew*  Since we have misplaced the ambassadors in enemy hands during the ruckes of the reception, the Romulans took advantage of that.
Host CO_Hebert says:
*Crew*  We will perform a stealth rescue attempt at the site in Romulan Space.
EO_Fixit says:
::coughs in the cloud of vaporized cardassian cotton but is more comfrotable now::

 	The Battlecry Slips gently over the Romulan Border, it is now officially renegade.

Host CO_Hebert says:
*Crew*  As in orders... if any of us or taken prisoner, or the ship is captured, Starfleet will deny that this ship ever existed, or that it was stolen from a ship yard.
TO_Mercer says:
CO: Just crossed into Romulan space sir
Host CO_Hebert says:
*Crew* My last message to you is, Gods Speed to us all.  We are now offically, thieves.  Hebert Out.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: nods and sits down in his chair ::
TO:  Very Well.
CEO_MacLeod says:
::listens to the orders, pauses, then::  EO:  You know these ships, we need to reduce our power signature emmitions
Civ_Wren says:
CO: I just have a point of interest but isn't a Defiant ship not a common sight for those who are not part of Starfleet?
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Oh good, go over tac again making sure anything is working right. ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
CTO:  The ship is to resume silent running, effective immediately.
Host CO_Hebert says:
CIV:  Mr. Wren.  Not if it is stolen.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: grin ::
TO_Mercer says:
CO; Reccomend we take a evasive pattern to assure we weren't followed sir
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:Simply reduce the M/ARC reaction rate, its operating at galaxy class capacity but doesnt have to
CTO_Hunter says:
::put the ship into  silent running::
CMO_Kriss says:
::Looks over the aquired medical devices that are at my disposal::
CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Aye sir.
Civ_Wren says:
CO: ahhh...understood, at least we can pose as very competent pirates to have stolen one of these babies..::smirks::
Host CO_Hebert says:
TO:  Very well, commence with an irratic pattern, but get us there, I will leave that to you to decide.
TO_Mercer says:
::Hears alarm and begins to sweat::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: nods at Mr. Wren ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::checks reactor output, nods, and reduces reactor output to give the best possible power signature without effecting operation::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
CO: Sir i am reading a slight blip on my passive sensor screen.
CMO_Kriss ::pushes a few buttons and scans self:: (Tricorder.wav)
TO_Mercer says:
::Tapss in evasive pattern::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Checks tac sensor ::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
CO: It is long range, directly ahead.
Host CO_Hebert says:
CSO:  Understood, please verify the reading without causing alarm.
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO:  Can you take nonessential systems and resources off line.
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: Distance to contact Sir?
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:Already done sir ::presses a control already set up for that purpose::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
CO: It is verified
CEO_MacLeod says:
::smiles at EO, thinks "you do know these ships"::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Double check to make sure all nonessential systems are off line ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
TO:  You might want to try to stay away from this thing... we can't risk detection.
TO_Mercer says:
CO: No other contacts, I have diverted us around the contact
Host CO_Hebert says:
TO: Mr. Mercer, would you please change course?
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: nods ::
TO:  Very Well.
TO_Mercer says:
CO: Aye Sir
CTO_Hunter says:
TO_Mercer: Distance to contact  300,000,000 KM's

	As the Battlecry attempts to divert, the disturbance appears to change location, it is again directly in front  of the Battlecry

EO_Fixit says:
CEO:I do sir, I'm a betazoid by the way ::smirks::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
CO: Sir i cant isolate the reading, it has an electomagnatic signature too.
Host CO_Hebert says:
CSO:  Any change in the contact since our change?
TO_Mercer says:
CTO: Understood:
CEO_MacLeod says:
::smiles::  EO:  Thanks for the warning, I'll be mindful what I think about.
CMO_Kriss says:
:;heads to bridge to use a science station for medical purposes since we need to divert power from non essential systems::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
CO: No sir.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: looks to the CO for any orders ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: thinks apparently a ship that can detect out movements ::
CTO:  Please check our silent running.
CMO_Kriss says:
::enters tl::
Host CO_Hebert says:
CTO:  No change to any of our defense systems, yet.
CMO_Kriss deck 1 (Turbolift.wav)
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:Just don't shout it next time and you'll be fine
CMO_Kriss says:
::exits turbolift and heads to an unused science station::
Host CO_Hebert says:
TO: Continue changing course to avoid detection.
TO_Mercer says:
CO: Should I change course again to verify?

	Alarms blare all over the ship and it automatically jumps to read alert, all sensors and screens are reading a massive quantum 	disturbance from the contact ahead of the Battlecry, it has a massive warp signature and is approaching in a wave extremely rapidly.

CEO_MacLeod says:
EO:  I didn't know I could shout in my head.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Checks to see if the ship is in silent running ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
TO:  All stop, all quiet!
CEO_MacLeod says:
::notices red alert, turns back to main console::
TO_Mercer says:
CO: Some type of energy wave
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: silences the klaxon ::
CMO_Kriss says:
Computer, transfer sickbay systems to this science station.
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:most non telepaths don't know
Host CO_Hebert says:
all: Brace for impact!
TO_Mercer says:
CO: Recamend turning into Wave sir
Host Adm_Neverby says:
Computer: Warning 10 Seconds to impact.
Host CO_Hebert says:
CTO: Shields!
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Taps a few buttons bring all system to  silent::
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO: Interesting.
EO_Fixit says:
::hears the announcement and grabs a console::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
::braces for impact::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Riase shield ::
TO_Mercer says:
::Tapps console turning battlecry into the wave::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::notices power demand for main shields::  EO:  Here comes the fun part.
Host CO_Hebert says:
TO:  Go ahead Mr. Mercer.  That would be our best bet.

	The Ship is slammed by the wave,  all goes momentarily black, then the ops console explodes throwing Civilian Wren across the bridge, 	knocking him unconcious against the bulkhead, emergency power has not kicked in.... The wave hit before shields were raised....

CEO_MacLeod says:
::rides out the wave in the fixed engineering chair::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: awakes lieing down on the floor not seeing anything becuase of the darkness ::
TO_Mercer says:
::Bouces to the deck::
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO:  Mains are down!
EO_Fixit says:
::holding on to the console with everything he can::

	All is dark and quiet, their is the sound of smoke and the occasional sparks,  everyone has been tossed about and is bruised and 	battered, all systems offline.

CTO_Hunter says:
:: Falls from his seat and hits the floor ::
TO_Mercer says:
::Slowly comes to senses::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::tries to reinitialize the warp core::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
:: lays on the floor::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: sits up :: Medical Emergency...  Mr. Hunter report.
CMO_Kriss says:
::stands up after being knocked down::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Slowly comes to senses and make his way back to his seat ::
TO_Mercer says:
::Reaches up and tries to find console::
EO_Fixit says:
::gets up and tries to run a diagnostic:: but the only sound he hears are his fingers hitting the plastic of the console face::
Host CO_Hebert says:
CTO:  Try to get emergency power online.
CTO_Hunter says:
CO:  all systems offline
CEO_MacLeod says:
::works controls::  Controls:  Come on sweet heart, power up!
TO_Mercer says:
Outloud:: Emergency power should kick in.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: feels his left arm dangling with major pain and realizes that his left shoulder has been popped from the socket ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO:  Mains are fried, try auxillery power!
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:if aux was going to kick in it whould have by now

	Emergency power groans online at 10% efficiency as one of the emergency backups kick in,  Michael Hebert happens to notice a reading 	on the ships Chronometre.... March the 12th, 2154.

CTO_Hunter says:
:: Trys get main power back online ::
TO_Mercer says:
Hears Captain moan::CO:Are you alright?
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO:  Humor me!
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: looks at the time piece and his jaw drops ::
TO_Mercer says:
::Moves to Captain ::CO: Let me help you
EO_Fixit says:
::leans on the console and sees that the lights come up::
TO_Mercer says:
::Looks up as Lights begin to brighten::
Host CO_Hebert says:
TO:  Just jam it back in... 
Someone: give me a report other than we have partial emergency power.
CEO_MacLeod says:
::gets inidcators from emerg. power systems::  SELF:  Sluggish as hell.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: his left arm continues to dangle without motor control ::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
::head aches, goes to touch it and relizes he has blood all over his hand::
TO_Mercer says:
::Grabs the Captains arm:: You sure Captain,We should wait for the docter
CMO_Kriss says:
::heads to the Captain::  Need some help?
CEO_MacLeod says:
::checks damage display from secondary computer functions::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: taps the console ::
*Eng.*  Are you there, engineering, can you read me?
TO_Mercer says:
CMO: It's out of it's socket
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Trys Getting OPS system up and running at full power ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
*CO*:  Captain?
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: nods at the Doctor ::  Just reset my shoulder, then help Mr. Wren.  He looks hurt pretty bad.

	Communication is definately delayed, not a good sign.

CMO_Kriss says:
::takes out medical tricorder:: this thing isn't working.  I'll have to fix it manually.
CMO_Kriss says:
CO: Be prepared for pain because this is going to hurt.
TO_Mercer says:
CMO: I'll hold the shoulder
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:Do you want me to get to the bridge to see if anyone is still alive up there?
TO_Mercer says:
::Takes a deep breath::CMO: Ready when you are
CMO_Kriss says:
TO: I could use an extra pair of hands.  I'll pull you hold the shoulder.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: bites down on his bottem lip trying to show that he can take the pain ::
CMO_Kriss says:
::pulls socket back::  SNAP!!!
Host CO_Hebert says:
CSO:  Please try to triangulate our position.
TO_Mercer says:
Outloud::Here goes
CMO_Kriss says:
CO: How does that feel?
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Trys hard wiring OPs system ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
EO: Our priority is to get power back online.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: grunts and the pain goes to about 500% on his pain meter ::
TO_Mercer says:
CMO: That was a foolish question

	A girlish squeal escapes the CO.

Host CO_Hebert says:
:: nods and barely audible ::  Thank you.
CMO_Kriss says:
::Looks over the rest of the bridge crew, sees Wren on the floor::
CMO_Kriss says:
CO: You ok now?
TO_Mercer says:
CMO: Check out Wren
CMO_Kriss says:
:: heads over to Civ Wren::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
CO: Sir, we have traveled several Kilometers from our prevous postition.
TO_Mercer says:
::Moves back to Helm::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::grabs a wrist beacon, moves to fusion reactor controls::
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:Understood sir, but we may need a relay to the bridge 
CMO_Kriss says:
Wren: Wren, are you ok.  Can you hear me?
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: his mind stops when he says the date over again ::
CSO_Daan_Vaneer says:
CO: but still deep in Romulan space.
CEO_MacLeod says:
::After a long pause::  EO:  Ok, go, but take a comm. badge with you, I don't care if its Starfleet or not.
TO_Mercer says:
::Tapps controls, nothing is working::
Host CO_Hebert says:
*CEO*  I need you to get the cloak back on ASAP.  Actually, I am guessing some life support would be nice also.
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:understood ::grabs a communicator and leaves the engine room::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Checks tac/OPS systems for power signs ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
*CO*:   Were picking up the pieces down here, trying to get aux. power __ck _nline.
CMO_Kriss says:
Wren has some some burns from when the console exploded and it looks like he has a pretty bad head injury.
EO_Fixit says:
::opens up a jeffries tube and starts to climb::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: hears major static ::  *CEO*  Keep trying.
CEO_MacLeod says:
*CO* :  Aye ____-w0ed9zjhjj
TO_Mercer says:
::Opens console to whats smoking::
Host CO_Hebert says:
CSO:  If we have any sensors please scan the surrounding area.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Kicks  the Tac/OPS station work damn you ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
All: And can someone please tell me how is our hull integrity?
CMO_Kriss says:
I need some help here.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: walks to his console hoping to see some information he could use to help their situation ::

 	A console in engineering beeps, quietly,  displaying the ships current structural integrity as deep in the red, and falling fast

TO_Mercer says:
CO: Will have to be checked visually sir
EO_Fixit says:
::has to bypass a collapsed bulkhead but makes it to deck 1::
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